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WHAT ’S A TEAM LEADER TO DO? 

I was recently training a group of around thirty new team leaders, and 

being the sneaky person I am, I threw out the question, ―What are the 

responsibilities a good team leader should undertake in order to be 

effective?‖ Hands went up and these new leaders eagerly jumped into 

brainstorming on such a pertinent question. There was not a person there 

who did not have strong opinions on what is really important, such as: 

• Meet regularly with individual team members to review life and 

ministry. 

• Help team members set up their housing and logistics. 

• Maintain a strong walk with God. 

• Be a strong, charismatic leader. 

• Pray a lot and have spiritual retreats. 

• Consistently provide vision for the team. 

• Recruit just the right new team members. 

• Be an example in language learning. 

• Report regularly to your overseer and get help. 

• Lead team meetings. 

• Host important visitors. 

• Be a good listener. 

• Make sure the team is well-run, well-administrated—having clear 

team policies and efficient logistics. 

• Communicate well with the sending bases and churches. 

• Be a diligent evangelist and disciple-maker. 

• Study and teach the Bible effectively. 

• Organize fun and profitable team retreats. 

• Meet the pastoral needs of the team. 

• Be a good example in your own tentmaking (whether it be a business, 
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humanitarian project, or whatever); maintain solid residency and 

viability. 

• Be an apostolic, ―make things happen‖ church planter, enabling the 

new fellowship to go from strength to strength. 

• Develop strong relationships with other workers in town, as well as 

with leaders of the national church. 

• Stay up on your e-mail, including participation in organization-wide 

discussion groups. 

• Maintain a vibrant and healthy marriage, and be a strong example of 

good parenting. 

• Keep your financial support healthy. 

• Attend all leaders‘ conferences and regional conferences, as well as 

participate in special training opportunities. 

• Keep everyone‘s computers current with the latest software.  (OK, 

this one wasn‘t mentioned. Just seeing if you‘re still reading!) 

By the time we had filled up several flipchart sheets, most had slumped 

into their chairs about half of a foot. So I asked a second question, ―OK, 

who wants to quit right now?‖ All hands went up! Not wanting them to 

wallow in despair too long, I offered this hope: ―Folks, you cannot do all 

those tasks. You have no choice but to triage. In other words, take all the 

expectations on you as team leader—whether they be from the 

organization, from your team members, from your church back home, 

from yourself, or wherever—and divide them into three categories: What 

you must do, what you must delegate to others, and what will simply be 

left undone.‖ Hope levels rose a bit in the room. 

It‘s so very easy for us to get our priorities messed up. The story  

goes that a man who was at the Super Bowl (the championship game for 

American football) spied an open seat in a better section, right on the 50-

yard line, and decided to move down there. After a few plays he asked 

the man next to him why the seat might be empty in the sold-out stadium.   

His neighbor explained how the ticket had belonged to his wife who had 

passed away. ―Oh, I‘m very sorry to hear that. But don‘t you have any 

family or friends you could have given the ticket to?‖ the man asked. He 
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replied, ―Sure. But they‘re all at the funeral.‖ Confused priorities! 

Here are the six responsibilities that I believe are essential for every  

team leader to personally maintain, even if other things may suffer. 

1. Be Spiritually Healthy 

This may be stating the obvious. But what could be more important?  If 

the leader is not ―in the Spirit‖ in his life and ministry, he may be 

working eighty hours a week and doing all sorts of tasks, but it will all be 

without spiritual profit. Daily ―quiet times‖—times in personal prayer 

and Bible reading and/or study—are not a luxury. Confessing sin and not 

allowing any area of disobedience to persist are essential if one is to be in 

―fellowship with God‖ and ―walking in the Light‖ (1 John 1).  

Cooperating with the Lord in His plans to work in me for growth are part 

of the picture, as well as not allowing broken relationships with others to 

fester and spoil my relationship with God. 

One of the biggest threats to the leader‘s walk with God is the proverbial 

tyranny of the urgent—where urgent tasks prevent important matters 

from getting oxygen, as it were. When there are so many tasks ―that I 

absolutely must get done by two o‘clock,‖ how easy it is to let our quiet 

times be the first casualty. We give in to this, and pretty soon it becomes 

a lifestyle. The Lord calls us back, ―Dan, you are worried and bothered 

about so many things; but only one thing is necessary‖ (Luke 10:41–42, 

without the Dan). 

In the Bible, leadership is almost synonymous with wisdom. ―Who 

among you is wise and understanding? Let him show by his good 

behavior his deeds in the gentleness of wisdom . . . The wisdom from 

above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, reasonable, full of mercy and 

good fruits, unwavering, without hypocrisy‖ (James 3:13, 17). Only by 

the Spirit of God can we leaders operate in this kind of wisdom. 

2. Cultivate Vision and Faith 

An advertisement in the Wall Street Journal says, ―Vision is having an 

acute sense of the possible. It is seeing what others don‘t see, and when 

those of similar vision are drawn together something extraordinary 

happens.‖  When God raises up an apostolic leader, He gives him a 

burden and a vision for what He will accomplish through the team. In a 
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sense, the team leader can see it, touch it, and smell it, even though it 

does not yet exist in time. 

Unfortunately, we often confuse this endowment of vision and faith  

with personality. We think someone is a visionary leader if they are  

charismatic, if they sparkle and glitter. It is true that leaders have to be  

able to lead. Are there people following? But from what I have seen,  

those who have this sort of vision and faith from the Lord for a particular 

apostolic ministry are able to make sure that the team catches it—and this 

ability does not come in only one personality package. The key is that the 

leader‘s vision will be infectious. 

A few years back a member of a rather new team wanted to encourage 

his leader, ―I want to commend you for how much you‘ve fueled the 

team with vision.‖ This sort of caught the team leader by surprise, as the 

team leader didn‘t have a particularly ―visionary personality.‖ So the 

team member clarified, ―It‘s not that we have had vision meetings  

or something like that. It‘s just that everyone on the team sees clearly  

what we are going after, because you see it so plainly. We have often  

talked about where we are going, and how the Lord is going to get us  

there. So it‘s palpable. You won‘t be deterred, and you won‘t let us be  

deterred either. We‘ve all caught the vision as a result, and that is really  

motivating.‖ 

3. Be Significantly Involved in Church Planting and Set the Overall 

Direction 

I made a strategic mistake in my first leadership assignment in Egypt. As 

we were a team of fifteen adults, there was always lots to do in terms of 

meetings, planning, communications, problem-solving, and 

administration. I allowed ―team management‖ to become a full-time job, 

and as a result my learning of Arabic really suffered. Pretty soon a 

handful of men and women came to faith, and I found myself ―on the 

outside looking in‖ in terms of my personal involvement in discipling and 

gathering. Now I am not saying that the team leader should always be in 

the middle of everything related to church planting. But I do believe he 

should be significantly involved, as this is the main purpose for the team 

being there. 

I sometimes wish we had a title other than ―team leader‖ for this role. 
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Why? Because it subtly implies that the main role of the leader is to lead 

the team and take care of their needs. That is not the case. Rather,  

the main role of the team leader is to get the church planted, and 

providing effective leadership of the team is a means to that end. 

Sometimes we get the em-PHA-sis on the wrong syl-LA-ble. 

A number of times there has been a person on the team who is clearly  

the most gifted leader and church planter. But that person says he wants  

to let someone else be the official team leader so that he can major on  

church planting. Invariably the reason given is because of the many 

burdens of being the team leader, such as reporting, organizing, and 

pastoral care. In these situations I normally advise that this is the right 

response to the issues, but the wrong solution. It is generally better to 

have this person remain as the team leader, in order to set the vision, 

direction, and spiritual environment, but to call another leader on the 

team to serve as ―chief of staff‖ or ―associate team leader.‖ Ideally, the 

most apostolically gifted person on the team should be the team leader. 

4. Listen 

We all know how good it feels when we are with someone and they 

really focus in and listen to what we have to say. Team leaders, ask 

yourselves: What is it that team members want more—to be heard, or to 

always have their way? Most people, if they know that they can give their 

input and it will be respected and considered, will not insist on matters 

going their way. They understand that sometimes decisions will go a 

different way, as the team leader has to juggle other factors and other 

people‘s feelings. But as long as they know they have participated and 

have been heard, they can still own those decisions. 

5. Oversee Individual Team Members 

A good friend of mine who has a very magnetic personality was a team 

leader for several years. People would excitedly catch his vision and join 

him on the field; his team grew to nearly thirty members at one point. I 

remember my first visit there. One after another, all the team members 

told me the same story: They were thrilled to join this team, but after six 

months they had become frustrated, almost disillusioned. ―We‘re not 

being given any direction. We don‘t know where we fit. Day to day we‘re 

not sure what we‘re supposed to be doing‖ was the repeated refrain. 
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Steadily team members moved away or joined other teams. 

Team leaders have a special opportunity and a special obligation.  The 

team leader is the one person on Planet Earth whom people expect to 

oversee the team members‘ lives and ministries. The team members 

themselves, the organization, and all the senders and churches back home 

assume their people will be looked after and their work guided and kept 

accountable; and that falls squarely on the team leader. For team 

members on financial support—which are the majority—this means the 

team leader is also their supervisor vocationally or professionally. Here 

are four mechanisms that make up a reasonable oversight package: 1) 

Weekly activity reporting (usually using some simple form); 2) One-on-

one reviews every other month; 3) Setting and revising of ―hard targets‖ 

(see below) every six months; 4) One of those times—once a year—

reviewing performance and attainments, as well as setting out new goals. 

Of course, the nature of your oversight will have to be adjusted for those 

who are not full-time in the work (e.g., some mothers of young children).  

The issue of pastoral care often arises. See below for more discussion  

on this. We expect the team leader to facilitate growth and be responsible 

to help the team members find resources for their personal well-being. 

But as many apostolic leaders are not strong themselves in pastoral care, 

this may need to come from others. 

Your team members are going to need encouragement and affirmation. 

That which comes from you, their leader, has the highest value.  John 

Robinson, former head football coach of the University of Southern 

California Trojans, said, ―I never criticize a player until they are first 

convinced of my unconditional confidence in their abilities.‖ 

Team leaders have a special opportunity for the kingdom. If a team  

member can be 50 percent effective simply left to herself, she can be  

75 percent or 100 percent effective if the leader spends just a minimal  

amount of time and energy giving encouragement and direction. This is 

truly multiplying your time. 

6. Model Being Accountable and Teachable 

We learn a lesson from the pagan centurion in Matthew 8:9: ―For I 

myself am a man under authority, with soldiers under me. I tell this one, 

‗Go,‘ and he goes; and that one, ‗Come,‘ and he comes. I say to my 
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servant, ‗Do this,‘ and he does it‖ (NIV). He recognized that just as he 

had responsibility and authority over the soldiers under him, so too he 

was responsible and accountable to the leader above him. In my ten years 

as field director I‘ve observed a strong correlation here: Those team 

leaders who are faithful and responsive to the overseer over them 

generally are treated likewise by their own team members. Likewise, 

those who are evasive or consistently inconsistent in reporting are usually 

the ones who experience the biggest frustrations with their team 

members—people not listening, doing their own thing, making major 

decisions without consulting, passive-aggressive behavior, and even 

mutiny. The wise team leader will be very faithful in his own 

accountability, and will make sure his team knows it. 

―Listen to counsel and accept discipline, that you may be wise the  

rest of your days‖ (Proverbs 19:20). Am I willing to accept correction  

and constructive criticism? Do I know I need coaching and seek it out,  

or do I feel that I‘ve already got all the answers? How does my team  

perceive me in these matters? When was the last time my team heard  

me say, ―I‘m weak in this area, so I‘m going to get training or take such-

and-such class‖?  If we want hungry and coachable team members, we 

have to model it. 

Unessential Tasks 

So if these are the six indispensable priorities for the effective team  

leader, what are some responsibilities the leader can let go of? The fol- 

lowing list is not meant to be complete. And it doesn‘t mean that you  

should stay out of all these areas. You can do some of them, depending  

on your gifts and what your team is like. But in general, delegate what- 

ever you can avoid doing yourself and have handled reasonably well by  

someone else. 

• Leading all the activities and meetings of the team. When the team 

has six or more members, I advise the leader to appoint a ―chief of 

staff‖ or ―associate team leader‖ who can carry many of these 

responsibilities. Also, some team leaders will form a small 

―leadership core‖ to help them with team leadership functions. 

• Being involved in all aspects of church planting. (This is not a 

contradiction of the third point above.) 
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• Being overly involved with e-mail. Not long ago I was in the home of 

one of our most effective team leaders and church planters. Somehow 

it came up that he looks at his e-mail only twice a week (and never at 

the discussion groups, except for key announcements). Many of us go 

overboard on e-mail, and there‘s a significant price to be paid for it. 

• Language learning supervision of the team. (See chapter 6, where 

having a language supervisor other than the team leader is discussed). 

• Taking care of all the team logistics and administration. Again, if you 

lead a large team not only are you able to delegate more, but you 

absolutely must to survive. It‘s common for me to see team leaders 

running around getting apartments ready for new arrivals, making 

countless airport trips, fixing computers, handling team finances, 

organizing functions, etc., all while their team members have the time 

and the desire to help. ―But if I delegate it, it won‘t get done as well‖ 

a leader might object. A team leader friend of mine shared this rule of 

thumb with me: if he can delegate something and have it done even 

75 percent as well as he would do it himself, he‘ll delegate it. He later 

told me he dropped the threshold to 50 percent! 

• Being the primary pastoral care provider on the team. All leaders will 

want to be caring and encouraging concerning whatever coworkers 

are going through. There certainly will be needs. We have a wide 

spectrum of gifts in the pastoral area among our team leaders: from 

the ―Barnabas‖ types to the ―General Patton‖ types. As a leader you 

will need to know your own strengths and weaknesses, and lead with 

your gifts. If you are pastorally strong, then you will definitely want 

to make that a big part of how you lead the team. But if you aren‘t, 

you should probably look for other ways to have your team‘s pastoral 

needs met—either by others on the team or by someone outside the 

team. Some team leaders also feel strongly that it is unwise to invite 

people onto the team who are highly needy, either in terms of 

remedial work or ongoing pastoral care. 

• Obtaining your doctorate. I‘m going to get in trouble on this one. If 

God is calling you to be a missiologist or a seminary professor, then 

you definitely need a doctorate. But for those He has called to 

apostolic church planting where Christ is not named, most will not 
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need this or want it. Perhaps getting a doctorate is the Lord‘s will for 

a portion of pioneer workers, but I can‘t imagine that this is the case 

for a large percentage. 

• Personally overseeing every member of the team. (This is not a 

contradiction of the fifth point above.) On larger teams it is fine to 

have younger, greener members overseen by senior team members. 

Likewise, I generally advise leaders of larger teams to appoint a 

senior woman to oversee the ministries of the women on the team, as 

she will be able to do a much better job. I remember meeting with a 

single woman on our team in Egypt, who was a friend and respected 

coworker. I gently asked for some goals for the time period. When 

she burst into tears, I sort of knew I wasn‘t the best one for this 

oversight relationship! 

One more thing: In view of all the responsibilities that the team leader 

will need to fulfill, it is important that he have a residency platform that is 

minimally demanding of his time. Let‘s face it: it‘s often easier to do 

―platform‖ work than church planting. It‘s easy to justify your time 

investment by saying, ―I need to do this to be able to stay here.‖ Platform 

work is immediately gratifying—you are often meeting physical needs 

and accomplishing something. You have something to show for your 

time. It‘s easy to get people back home to support your platform. I 

especially see this dynamic as a downfall for men, because platforms are 

tangible—and men like to build! Conversely, church planting work is 

often unrewarding. It‘s hard. It‘s uphill. It‘s not immediately satisfying. 

And it gets spiritually attacked! You have to really be focused to stay 

with it, because it can be so discouraging. Team leaders must set the pace 

on keeping the focus on church planting. 


